
choice of engines, there is also an option
in drives. The more compact pod drive
saves engine room space enabling an
enlarged master suite. Luxury is
extended by the saloon and three guest
cabins, which all feature their own
entertainment systems.

Predator 130
Created for those who relish the freedom
of extended cruising, the Predator 130
offers unsurpassed luxury and strong
blue-water credentials.
Ocean-going features include the latest

navigation equipment and computerised
enginemanagement systems that
provide constant fine-tuning, improving
efficiency and performance.

Established over 40 years ago,Sunseeker has built a reputation as
the manufacturer of the world’s

finest luxury motoryachts – vessels that
enjoy a unique combination of luxury
and performance.
The yachts on display at this year’s

show boast all these qualities, with the
added benefit of the very latest advances
in design and innovation. They are proof
of Sunseeker’s persistent quest of
excellence – and why Sunseeker
now sets a global benchmark for
luxury motoryachts.

Predator 54
The Predator 54’s options start with a
choice of open or hardtop – the former
having fold-out bimini and tonneau
covers, the latter an automated sliding
roof between screen and rear section.
Life onboard is defined by a spacious

cockpit plan with wetbar, dining area,
sunpad and seating and, below, guest
cabins, the master suite and twin and
pullman cabins aft all enjoying their own
flatscreen televisions and ample storage.
A genset is fitted as standard to run

refrigeration and air-conditioning while
at anchor. Nipping ashore is simple too.

The tender sits on a neat roller
arrangement in the garage and an
automated systemmakes light of
launching and retrieving.

Predator 60
This 37-knot speedster is as much about
performance as it is about comfort.
A rakish hull belies the space onboard,
where accommodation is optimised.
Both open and hardtop versions are

available. And as well as a

Pushing
theboundaries
An unceasing drive for improvement

Below: The Predator 54

Below: Predator 60: this
37-knot speedster is as
much about performance
as it is about comfort
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Palatial in scale, the Predator 130
enjoys ultra-spacious accommodation
and ingenious layouts, allowing a crew of
up to eight to move freely but discretely.

Sunseeker 80 Yacht
The Sunseeker 80 Yacht is the smallest
to carry the Yacht title, but she enjoys the
same attention to detail and scope for
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personalisation. Below deck for
example, arrangements allow for three
full beam double suites, or two doubles
and two twin cabins.

With a cruising speed of 22 knots,
range is around 350 nautical miles, but
at full tilt the 80 Yacht will charge along
at a vibration-free 30 knots.

The 80 Yacht is also made for more

sedate pleasures. A lazy lunch on the
aft cockpit is perfectly complemented
by an afternoon playing on the
water toys easily launched from a
submersible platform that doubles as
toe-dipping beach.

“…Sunseeker has built..
a reputation as the
manufacturer of

the world’s finest luxury
motoryachts...”

The Predator 130 offers
unsurpassed luxury and strong

blue-water credentials

Right: The 80 Yacht: the smallest to carry the Yacht title,
but she enjoys the same attention to detail

Manhattan 52, Manhattan 60,
Manhattan 70, Predator 54,
Predator 60, Predator 64,

Predator 74 and Predator 84
Stand J006

SOLENT PARK

Predator 130, Berth 401
34 Metre, Berth 402
30 Metre, Berth 403
88 Yacht, Berth 404
80 Yacht, Berth 405
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